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Establish a methodology for producing simulations of the docking of a 
rigid spacecraft with any unrestrained flexible structure. 
Method: 
Produce a detailed algorithm for the simulation of the docking of a rigid 
body with a nonuniform unrestrained beam. 
Background: 
Predocking and postdocking motions can be simulated with algorithms given 
in references 1 and 2. 
Tasks: 
(1) Determine the values acquired during docking by the variables character- 
izing the motions of the rigid body and the unrestrained beam. 
(2) Transform to the variables used in connectfon with the cantilever beam. 
(3) Perform simulations of the total process. 
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Libration of initially undeformed beam; no docking. 
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Libration of initially undeformed beam; no docking. 
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Libratian of initially deformed beam; imperfect docking. 
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Libration of initially deformed beam; postdocking control proportional to -6. 
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